
RESURRECTION DAY

Rag Man’s power grows - no longer content to
simply bring himself back from the dead, he is
now resurrecting an army of monsters to fight
alongside him! To have any chance of defeating
Rag Man once and for all, your characters will
need to work together to weaken him by killing
monsters and gaining souls, but it’s difficultmonsters and gaining souls, but it’s difficult
when nothing stays dead!

Cards Needed
Rag Man

Goal
The challenge is won when Resurrected
Rag Man is defeated and doesn’t resurrect.

setup
Choose a difficulty level for the challenge:
     Normal
     Hard
     Ultra Hard

1

2 Set up as normal for solitaire/co-op mode.

3 Place Resurrected Rag Man face up to
one side of the monster slots in a final
boss slot.
(feel free to use your regular Rag Man card as a
 stand in to represent this!)

4 Reveal cards from the top of the monster
deck until you reveal 2 non-boss monster
cards. Put those 2 cards into discard and
the rest on the bottom of the deck.

global modifiers
Resurrection

When a monster dies, after gaining rewards,
the active player rolls-
1 or 6: Put that monster card in a minion slot.

Resurrection
When a monster dies, after gaining rewards,
the active player rolls-
1 or 6: Put that monster card in a minion slot.
2 or 5: Roll again.

From Death Comes Life
When a player dies, put a random non-event
monster card in discard in a minion slot.

final boss
You can use your existing copy of Rag Man to
represent Resurrected Rag Man and play the
challenge, replacing the regular abilities and
stats with those detailed on the next page for
each difficulty level. There are also example
cards if you would rather use those for reference!

On the final page, correctly
sized versions of those cards
are available if you would like
to print them out to refer to
whilst you play the
challenge (but that
is absolutely notis absolutely not
required!).



normal
If Resurrected Rag Man would die,
instead roll-
If the result plus the number of souls
controlled by all players is less than or equal
to 8, it resurrects (it heals to full      , the
active player gains its rewards and cancels
their attack), then put a random non-eventtheir attack), then put a random non-event
monster card in discard in a minion slot.

Resurrected Rag Man has +1      for each
minion in play.

Resurrected Rag Man starts with 4     .

hard
If Resurrected Rag Man would die,
instead roll-
If the result plus the number of souls
controlled by all players is less than or equal
to 10, it resurrects (it heals to full      , the
active player gains its rewards and cancels
their attack), then put a random non-eventtheir attack), then put a random non-event
monster card in discard in a minion slot.

Resurrected Rag Man has +1      for each
minion in play, and +1      for every 2 minions
in play.

Resurrected Rag Man starts with 4     .

ultra hard
If Resurrected Rag Man would die,
instead roll-
If the result plus the number of souls
controlled by all players is less than or equal
to 10, it resurrects (it heals to full      , the
active player gains its rewards and cancels
their attack), then put a random non-eventtheir attack), then put a random non-event
monster card in discard in a minion slot.

Resurrected Rag Man has +1      and +1     
for each minion in play.

Each time Resurrected Rag Man kills a player,
choose a random non-event monster card
soul they control, if able. It becomes a monster
and they put it in a minion slot.and they put it in a minion slot.

Resurrected Rag Man starts with 4     .
Note: At all difficulty levels, if Resurrected Rag Man
dies and doesn’t resurrect, you win! You do not
need to roll for the global modifier Resurrection.



competitive variant
The challenge is primarily designed for solo and co-op mode, but you can also
play a game of regular competitive Four Souls with an added twist. Setup is as
normal, except that Resurrected Rag Man starts the game in a final boss slot.
The game is won not when a player reaches four souls, but when a player kills
Resurrected Rag Man. The normal difficulty version of the boss should be used
with one change - when rolling to see if the boss resurrects you add the number
of souls controlled by the of souls controlled by the active player only to the result. If Resurrected Rag Man
doesn’t resurrect, the active player wins!

When I kill a minion do I have to roll to see if it is resurrected again?
 Yes, monsters in minion slots are still considered ‘monsters’, and so are effected by any ability
 that targets monsters - and that includes the Resurrection global modifier of the challenge!

I killed a boss, but it got resurrected - do I still get the soul?
 You do not - that boss is resurrected and put in a minion slot, and so is not gained as a soul.
 You’ll have to defeat it again for another chance at that soul!

There are 5 minions in play - can I even still hit Resurrected Rag Man?There are 5 minions in play - can I even still hit Resurrected Rag Man?
 Yes. Remember that a monster’s evasion (the dice icon) can never go above 6 or below 1!

I killed a monster that has a triggered ability that triggers when it dies - what happens?
 When a monster dies, the order of steps to take is as follows:
    1. It is moved to discard.
    2. Abilities that trigger when a monster dies, but not after gaining rewards, trigger.
    3. Refill monster slots, if applicable.
    4. The active player gains any rewards from the monster.    4. The active player gains any rewards from the monster.
    5. Abilities that trigger when a monster dies, but after gaining rewards, trigger.
    6. If the monster was a boss, it becomes a soul and the active player gains it.
 If the the monster in question has a triggered ability with the same trigger of  ‘when this dies,
 after gaining rewards’ as the global modifier Resurrection, then the active player will get to
 decide the order in which they are put on the stack, just as in any other scenario where two
 triggered abilities trigger at the exact same time.
 If the card in question changes zones as a result of either the global modifier  If the card in question changes zones as a result of either the global modifier Resurrection (by
 being put in a minion slot from discard) or through another triggered ability (ie. being put into the
 monster deck, gained as an item etc.), it becomes a new object and any further abilities that
 would have targeted it will fizzle as they can no longer find it.
 

FAQ

Creator of Four Souls     Edmund McMillen
Challenge Design        Charlie Gill
Challenge Art           @orisghost
Producer              Dustin Wessel
Rules Advisor           Sevenut
Official TTS table        Jeremy Silliman
                    maths                    maths
Playtesting TTS table     Troy Thompson
Special thanks to all of our playtesters



You can print out this
page and cut out the
final boss cards to use
as a reference whilst
you play, if you wish.
At the bottom there
are also two are also two challenge
cards - these serve as
reminders of the global
modifiers of the
challenge, and can also
be printed out if you
wish. These cards are
also available digitallyalso available digitally
at foursouls.com.



SOLITAIRE AND CO-OP RULES

setup
Shuffle the Treasure, Loot, and Monster Decks. Also shuffle the Room Deck if you are
playing with it. Set aside space for a discard zone next to each of these decks.
Decide on the number of ¢ in the game’s ¢ pool. This must be at least 100¢.
Place the top two cards of the treasure deck face up next to it, forming two starting
shop slots. These are the starting shop items.
Place the top two cards of the monster deck face up next to it, forming two monster
slots.slots. Place any event cards (monster cards without a stat block) put in these slots
during setup on the bottom of the deck and replace them with the top card of the
monster deck. Repeat this until both monster slots have monsters in them.
If you are playing with the room deck, place the top card of the room deck next to it,
forming a room slot. That card will be the starting room.
Deal a random character card to each player, as well as that character’s starting item.
Characters start the game deactivated (turned sideways). Starting items start the game
chargedcharged (turned upright).
Deal 3 loot cards and 3¢ to each character. Each player puts the loot cards into their hand.
Put out the d8 with the eight side face up. This is the timer.

playing the game
For solitaire, one person controls both characters. For co-op, each character is controlled
by a different person. For the sake of abilities and targeting, each character is considered
a separate player, even if they are both controlled by the same person!
Once you have decided on the starting character, play proceeds as normal, playing one
character at a time. The turn order of the characters will stay the same for the whole game.
At the end of each round, when both character turns are over, the timer ticks down
by one. The objective is to beat the challenge before the timer reaches zero! If theby one. The objective is to beat the challenge before the timer reaches zero! If the
timer ever does reach zero, you lose.

other rules
Each character has a separate ¢ pool and hand, even if they are controlled by the same
person. Neither the ¢ pool or hand of each character should be mixed, but you can play
with the loot cards in each hand face up. This also means you may not trade ¢ between
characters in solitaire or co-op mode.
When any souls are gained, each character is considered a separate player, even if controlled
by the same person, as above. This means that each character will end up with their own
souls, which shouldn’t be mixed. There is no limit on the number of souls each can control.souls, which shouldn’t be mixed. There is no limit on the number of souls each can control.
You don’t play with any bonus souls in solitaire or co-op mode.
After step 4 of the end phase (when the active player is able to choose to put a room into
discard if a monster had died during the turn), if the top card of a room slot hasn’t changed
for a whole round, put that room into discard.
Cards with the 3+ player icon (     ) should be removed. If you come across a card with this
icon whilst playing, simply put it to one side and replace it with another card of the same type.
All other rules remain unchanged from standard competitive gameplay.All other rules remain unchanged from standard competitive gameplay.



CHALLENGE RULES

final boss slot
Final boss slots are a special new type of slot that exist separate to regular monster slots.
A monster in a final boss slot can’t be covered and also can’t leave the slot for any reason
unless it is defeated in an attack (unless otherwise specified).
Monsters in a final boss slot are still considered monsters, just as if they were in a monster
slot, and can be targeted by any abilities or loot that target monsters. A monster in a final
boss slot is also considered a final boss.
When declaring an attack, the active player may choose to declare an attack on a monsterWhen declaring an attack, the active player may choose to declare an attack on a monster
in a final boss slot.
If a monster in a final boss slot is defeated, it dies as normal. The challenge in question
will tell you what happens next - often it will mean you have beaten the challenge!

minion slots
Minion slots are a special new type of slot that exist separate to regular monster slots.
A monster in a minion slot can’t leave that slot for any reason unless it is killed, unless
otherwise specified.
Monsters in a minion slot are still considered monsters, just as if they were in a monster
slot, and can be targeted by any abilities or loot that target monsters. A monster in a minion
slot is also considered a minion.
When declaring an attack, the active player may choose to declare an attack on a monsterWhen declaring an attack, the active player may choose to declare an attack on a monster
in a minion slot.
If you are instructed to put a monster in a minion slot, you expand minion slots by 1 and put
that monster in that new minion slot, unless otherwise specified. You may only put a card in
a minion slot when specifically instructed to do so.
If a monster in a minion slot is defeated, it dies as normal. Minion slots are temporary,
however, and so are not refilled when a monster in one is killed.

the timer
When playing a challenge, the timer only ticks down at the end of each round, or when you
are otherwise instructed to. It does not tick down each time a character dies, like it does in
regular solitaire/co-op play (unless the challenge in question tells you it does!).

beating a challenge
The goal of a challenge will be listed, and the challenge is only won when this goal is met.
If any other ability would choose a player as a winner or otherwise end the game you simply
keep playing until either the goal is achieved or the challenge is lost.


